New Tab – Menu Format

This is an outline for the new Tab/Menu format. This format offers a more intuitive and user friendly interface especially for our students. For example, as soon as a student logs into the system, the Student Center tab displays automatically with all the relevant links eliminating the need for the student to click on Self Service and Student Center. This will be true for faculty as well as staff.

Depending on the user role, one, two, or multiple tabs will appear on top. The menus on the left-hand-side will remain as is. You can always click on Home to get back to the main menus. Below are a few examples:

- The left-hand menu will appear as well as the tabs
- As you begin to drill down each menu, the tabs disappear. You can click on Home to go back to the main menu with the tabs or use the menus on the left
- Example here is a basic employee menu with tabs
- The Guest tab is required and will display menus that are public information such as our campus catalog, etc.

- In this example, the user has multiple roles assigned, therefore, multiple tabs are available
- User can click on each tab to access specific menu grouping or use the menus on the left side